Proof, (a) Let B be a basic subgroup of R + and assume B is unbounded. We prove R 2 = 0» Suppose x 2 = rx/ 0 for some x in B and o(x) = p n . Choose z independent of x such that o(z)^p 2n . Then (x + p n z) 2 = rx + p 2n z = k(x + p n z) for some k. This implies p n divides k and 0=kx = rx, a contradiction. Thus [4] If R is a bounded primary ring, we wish to know when it has property S. The answer is given in the next proposition for which we need a lemma. LEMMA 2 = rx, and y 2 = sy, then xy + yx = sx + ry + e(x + y) for some constant e. If ex^ 0, then p = 2, 2ex = 0, and o(x)= o(y).
Let R be a p-primary S-ring. If x, y are linearly independent in JR, o(x)^k o(y), x
Proof. We write (x + y) 2 = k(x + y) and (x + 2y) 2 = l(x + 2y) where k and 1 are constants. Solving simultaneously, we obtain 2k = 2(5 + r) (mod O(JC)). If we set k = s + r + e, then xy + yx = sx + ry + e(x 4-y). If ex ^ 0, then p = 2 and lex -0. In this event, (x + 2y) 2 = (r+ 25) (x+2y) + 2ey. Here 2ey must be a multiple of x+2y which implies o(x) = o(y). PROPOSITION 1.3 . Let R be a ring on G =®0t, ), a bounded pgroup. Then R has property S iff there are constants M, and υ, for each i such that:
(1) XiXj = ϋ/jc. + Mf JCy, /or every i and /, or if 2 n G = 0, r(2 n " ! G) = 2 /or 5ome n, (1) is satisfied. We assume r(G) ^ 2. We first show that, for each /, there exist u\ and υ\ such that, for ίVy, XiXj = v'jX t + u\x r For fixed i choose x k^ x, of maximal order possible. Write x,x k = ex, 4-dx k and, for iVyV fc, *i*, = #*« 4-6x ; . Then x,(x y 4-jc fc ) = (α 4-c)x, 4-(/>x ; + dx*). The right-hand term must be a multiple of Xj 4-jc k and, hence, dx } = fee,-. Similarly, if x fc x, -c o x, 4-d o x k and j CyXf = α o x, + b o x h an examination of (x ; + x k )x, shows that d 0 Xj = feo^/ . We let u [= d, υ\-d 0 and do this for each i. Then, x,oc ; = v]Xi + u'iXj for *Vy. Next, for each i, x^ = (wί+t -4-^)x, for some e { such that 0 ^ e, < o (x,). Write r,, = w + υ \ + e,. If i ^ y,
x,x } + x 7 -x, = (w; + υ')x t + (M; + i;',)*,-= r ; x,-4-r,x ; -(e,-*,-4-e^ ).
If the right-hand term equals zero for all zV y, we let w, = w , v t = ϋ 4-^, and condition 1 of the theorem will be satisfied. Suppose, for some i^ y, £,*,• + e,jt,y 0 where (1.2) . If βtXjjέ 0, βjXi + β,x 7 , as a multiple of x k 4-x ; , equals e t {x x 4-x 7 ). Here e x x xe^/O, and again o(x,)=o(x ; ). Since both terms in eyX, + e,x 7 are nonzero, the sum would remain nonzero if, say, ί or y were replaced by k where x k has maximal order p" in i?
+ . It means o{x t ) = o(x ; ) = p n . By (1.2), e, and e 7 may be replaced by 2"" 1 and r(2 n~ι G) = 2 (we already knew r(2 n " 1 G)S2). It follows that x] equals, for each /, («;-h ϋ; + 2 n " 1 )x i . Let w, = M;, ϋi = ϋ! for every i. The proof is complete.
We now consider how a 5-ring can be constructed on a bounded primary group. In general, if group G -0(x,), a ring (not necessarily associative) can be constructed on G in the following way (see Theorem 120.1 of [4] ). For each i, y, let x,x ; be an element in G subject to the sole condition: ^(x. Xy^min (o(x,) , o(Xj)) and define multiplication on the rest of G linearly. We note that these two conditions are also necessary. We may now state a theorem. THEOREM 1.4. Let G = 0(x,) be a bounded p-group where o(x,) = n,. A S-ring can be constructed on G by setting (1) x t Xj = VjX t 4-w,x ; , and (2) (Σ a t x,) (Σ bjXj) = Σ,, α,fc y x«*/> where (3) n,w,G = n t v t G =0, and (4) UiVjXk = 0 unless i = j = fc.
2, any p-primary S-ring, not a zero-ring, is of this type.
Proof By (1.3) and the preceding paragraph, conditions 1-3 are sufficient for constructing a S-ring (not necessarily associative) on G. Conversely, let J? be a p-primary S-ring, not a zero-ring. Its additive group has the form G by (1.1) and, by (1.2) and the paragraph above, conditions 1-3 are necessary. We now show that (4) A S-ring on a 2-group, however, need not satisfy condition 1 of the preceding theorem. An example is the ring-direct sum Z/(2) φ Z/(2), which we call M. The following theorem will allow for the ring M. 
4). A S-ring on a 2-group, not a zero-ring, has this construction or that of (1.4).
Proof (a) Let G and multiplication on G be as given. Conditions Γ, 2, and 3 define a 5-ring R (not necessarily associative) on G for the same reasons as in (1.4) . We claim (4) and (5) ensure jc,(x ; jc k ) = (jC/Jc y )jc k for all ΐ, y, k. If i = j = fc, this is clear. If i, y, k are all distinct, these products are computed exactly as in (1.4) and the equation is true by (4) . Suppose, in the equation, exactly two subscripts agree. Again, the value of each product in G is as in (1.4) . This is so because each term involving the number 2 nl disappears. We illustrate this with one example. In JC,(JC, (5) . Therefore, R is associative, (b) We now verify the last sentence of the theorem. Suppose R is a 5-ring on a 2-group G but is neither a zero-ring nor structured as in (1.4) . By (1.3), (Γ) is necessary together with (2) and (3). If all u x and υ, are even, the products Xι(xpc k ) and (j Cfj Cy)j c f c are computed as in (1.4) unless i=j = k and (4) is again needed. If (5) is not satisfied, we will prove R is isomorphic to M, the ring mentioned in the Remark above. That M has a construction satisfying the conditions of this theorem is routine to show. Therefore, suppose (5) n~ι )ViXj = 0. We deduce from these equations that u, and υ, have the same parity. Thus, u, and v x are both odd, (v x + 2 nl )jc ; = 0, and n = 1. Also, x] = x t and x) = x f . From the condition on rank, it follows that R + = <x,)0<JCy). We claim x.x,-= x y = jc 7 jc t . Suppose x,x y = x, + x ; (the only other possibility since u x is odd). 
)).
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exist constants k and 1 satisfying k = a p (mod n p ) and ί = b p (mod n p ) for each p for which x p or y p is nonzero. It follows that aβ = ka + lβ and that R is a S-ring.
Torsion-free rings.
In this section all rings are assumed to be torsion-free. We first establish, in 5 lemmas, some properties of S-rings. Theorem 2.6 will be the culmination of this effort. Proof First, suppose x and y are linearly independent. The proof that ry + yx = sx + ry is the same as in (1.2) , except that k now equals s + r exactly. Next, set xy = ax + by, yx = ex + dy. Then, αrjc + ftry = jc By computation, mxy = m(sx) and xy = sx. Similarly, yx = ry, and, as a result, xy + yx = sx + ry. (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3). We must show that (3) 
LEMMA 2.4. // the S-ring R has rank one, it is a zero-ring or R + is cyclic.
Proof Assume the lemma to be false. Then there is an element JCT^O in R + of unbounded height. Since R 2 ^ 0, x 2 = ax^O for some a. Choose n and y such that ny = x but n is not a factor of a. If y 2 =by, by computation ax = n 2 by = nbx and n divides α, a contradiction. Therefore, the lemma is true. LEMMA Proof Suppose i? is not a zero-ring and K is a maximal subring in R such that K 2 = 0. By (2.3), K is an ideal and we may form the quotient ring R/K = L. We will show that L + is cyclic and torsionfree. First, L has property S. For, if D is a subgroup of L + , so is its inverse image in R + and closure under multiplication in R implies it in L. Secondly, L is torsion-free. Suppose y ^ 0 but ny = 0 in L. If x in R maps to y, then nx is in K and (nx) 2 = 0. If x 2 = θ, the subring generated by x and K is a zero-ring by (2.2) which contradicts the maximality of K. Thus, x 2 ^ 0, n = 0, and L is torsion-free. Thirdly, we prove that L has rank one. By the previous argument, it suffices to show that r(L)> 1 implies R\K has a nonzero element whose square is zero. Suppose, then, r(L)> 1 and x and y are linearly independent in R\K. If x 2 = rx, y 2 = sy, then, by (2.1), xy + yx = sx 4-ry and (sx -ry ) 2 = 0. Therefore, the rank of L must be one. By the maximality of K, L is not a zero-ring. By (2.4) , L + is cyclic and R + = X + 0(z> for z where z 2^0 . Finally, we verify the last sentence of the theorem. Let x, y be elements in K. By (2.1) it will suffice to show that yz = uy implies xz = ux. Since K is an ideal, xz = αx for some α. Suppose x and y are linearly independent. Then (x + y)z = ax + uy must be a multiple of x + y and xz = wx. Suppose mx = ny 7^ 0. Then max = mxz = nyz = nuy = umx and a = u, as desired. The proof is complete.
If R is a S-ring, then it is a zero-ring or it contains an ideal K and an element z such that R
We can now describe all S-rings on torsion-free groups. 
Proof. If R is a S-ring and i?
2^0 , then the structure of R is as above by (2.5) . Conversely, suppose the above structure is given. It is easy to check that multiplication is well-defined and that the distributive law holds. Let a = x + az, β = y + bz, y = w + cz, where x, y, w G H. We may assume w = 0 (the proof is similar if u = s). Then aβ = asβ and property 5 is assured. Since (aβ)y = (as) (bs)γ = ot(βy), the associative law is satisfied. Therefore, the construction defines a S-ring.
Mixed rings.
In this section the ring R is always mixed and T is its torsion subring. It is well-known that the torsion subring of a ring is an ideal. If R is a S-ring, we can say more. PROPOSITION 
If R is a S-ring, T 2 = 0.
Proof We first show that x 2 = 0 for every x in T. Let xGT, y E R\T, where o(x)=n, x 2 = rx, and y 2 =sy. Then (x + ny) 2 = rx + n 2 sy -k(x -f ny) for some k. Hence, k = ns and x 2 = nsx = 0. To complete the proof, it will suffice to show xz = 0 for linearly independent x and z in T. We write xz = ax 4-bz and, since T is an ideal, yz = cz. Then (x + y)z = ax + (fe + c)z and αx must be a multiple of x + y which implies αx = 0. Similarly, we can show bz =0 by considering x(z -\-y) . Therefore, xz = 0 and, as a result, T 2 = 0.
If i? is a mixed S-ring, not a zero-ring, then R/T may or may not be a zero-ring. We consider the second case first and describe the structure of R when (R/T) 2^0 in Theorem 3.5. To prove it three lemmas are required. Since T and K/T are ideals, so is K. We must show K 2 = 0. Since any two elements of K are contained in a subgroup of torsion-free rank at most two, it will suffice to show K 2 = 0 where K + = Tφ(x)φ(y) for some x and y. Since K/T is a zero-ring, so is (x)φ(y) as well as Γ. We will show tx = 0 for ί in T and it will follow, by symmetry, that K 2 = 0. Since T and K are ideals, tx = α/, zx = ftx for some # and b. Then, (t + z)x = at + fex and αf is a multiple o£ t + z which implies ίx = αί = 0. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 3.2. If R is a S-ring and R/T is not a zero-ring
For the rest of this section, 7] is the p,-component of T where {/?,}, i E /, is the set of prime numbers. (2) if K = φ T,, ί/z^re βx/5ί5 w, /or ^^c/ι i swc/i that x t z = u t x n zx, = (s ~ Ui)x n and u,{s -Ui)x t = 0 for every x t in T|.
Before proving this lemma, we establish the following. (s -u) x. Also, swx = sxz = x(sz) = xz 2 = w 2 x and w(s-w)x = 0. Suppose, then, K is mixed. If yE.K\T, and yz = uy, then ι*(s -M) = 0 and, by (3.4) , xz = ux, for every x in K We have proved (1) . Assume, then, K = Γ as in (2) . We will examine the following possible cases: (a) 7| is bounded, (b) T t is not reduced, and (c) T t is unbounded and reduced, (a) Let T t be bounded. Let y be an element of maximal order in T t and yz = u t y. Then (2) follows from (3.4) and from what was said at the beginning of this proof, (b) Let Ή contain a divisible subgroup D of rank one. We claim Dz =0 or zD = 0. Suppose this is not so. Then D contains an element y such that neither yz nor zy is zero. For n >0, there exists x such that p n x = y, and for some u, xz = ux and zx - Proof We prove the last sentence first. If R is a mixed S-ring and R/T is not a zero-ring, JR has the structure of the theorem by (3.2) , (3.3) , and the distributive law. Therefore, we assume G is as given and show that (1) and (2) define S -rings on G. The proof for definition (1) is the same as in (2.6). We assume (2) is given. A routine calculation shows that multiplication is well-defined and that the distributive law holds. This leaves associativity and property 5 to be verified. Let 518 JOHN D. O'NEILL a = Σ x t + az, β = Σ y< f + bz, γ = Σ w t + cz, where x h y h w, G T, and let n t = max (0 (*,•), o(y,), o(w t )). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we can find k such that k = u, (mod n,) for each i such that JC,, y, , or w, is nonzero. Then aβ = bka + a(s -k)β and property 5 is assured. Finally, (aβ)γ = fcc/c 2 α + αc/c(s -fc)β + αf>s(s -fc)γ = α(/3γ) and the ring is associative. The proof is complete.
If R is a S-ring, it may happen that R/T is a zero-ring but I? is not. In this case, as we shall see, the additive group of R/T has rank one but may not be cyclic. Hence, a few words on mixed groups of torsion-free rank one are in order. Let G be such a group and T = φΓ,,/ε /, its torsion subgroup (X| is the p,-component of T where p ι is a prime number). Let z be a torsion-free element in G. We partition / into subsets / and K such that i is in / or K exactly if thê -height of z -f T in GIT is infinite or finite, respectively. The latter height is designated n r In this case G has a generating set: We are ready to state and prove the final theorem of this section. (5) Multiplication on G is linear relative to A. If R is a S-ring and R/T but not R is a zero-ring, then R has the above structure.
